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ABSTRACT 
 

‘Marginal Employment’: Stepping Stone or Dead End? 
Evaluating the German Experience*

 
'Marginal employment', i.e. employment at low working hours and earnings not covered by 
social security, has been gaining importance in the German economy over the past decade. 
Using a large newly available panel data set and statistical matching techniques, we analyse 
the effects of marginal employment on future individual outcome variables such as 
unemployment, regular employment and earnings. In addition to average treatment effects, 
we calculate dynamic and cumulative treatment effects accounting for total time spent in 
various labor market states and related earnings over a period of three years. We find that 
marginal employment (i) does not affect time spent in regular employment within a three-
years' observation period, (ii) reduces future unemployment, (iii) slightly increases cumulated 
future earnings, on average, and (iv) is associated with a small negative cumulative earnings 
effect for older workers in west Germany. 
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1 Introdution'Marginal employment' ('Geringfügige Beshäftigung'), i.e. employment at low work-ing hours and earnings not or only partially subjet to soial seurity ontributions,has been gaining importane in the German eonomy over the past deade. Thereare two opposing views on this development among eonomists and poliy makers.On the one hand, the existene of marginal employment (ME) has been seen as ameans to improve labour market �exibility, to shore up �nanial inentives to take uplow-paying work and to redue labour osts for �rms, thereby inreasing the demandfor low-produtivity workers. This view seems to underlie reent development in'ative' labour market poliy in Germany, and elsewhere (see, e.g., Fertig and Kluve,2006; Steiner, 2006). On the other hand, ritis are skeptial about the potential ofmarginal employment to enhane job reation and stress the danger of substitutionof regular full-time jobs by subsidized ME (see, e.g., Shöb and Weimann, 2004:115-122; Bo�nger et al. 2006).Studying the labour market impat of ME may therefore shed light on the issue oflabor market �exibilty and is also of substantial poliy interest. For various reasons,the German ase is partiularly interesting: Firstly, while soial seurity ontribu-tions weigh relatively heavy on low-produtivity jobs, ME is partly exempted fromthis burden in Germany. Seondly, ME has substantially grown in Germany overthe last ouple of years, while overall employment stagnated in this period. Thirdly,marginal employment has gained onsiderable importane in German labour marketpoliy. While a reform in 1999 tried to urb the expansion of ME, the so-alled 'MiniJobs' reform in 2003 was implemented with the aim of inreasing work inentives inthe low-wage setor of the eonomy (see, e.g., Steiner and Wrohlih, 2005). Reently,the employers ontribution rate on these jobs was inreased from 25% to 30.1% toagain urb the alleged substitution of full-time jobs by publily subsidised ME.Despite its inreasing quantitative importane and poliy relevane, there hasbeen relatively little empirial researh on the labour market e�ets of ME for Ger-many. There are some studies desribing the reent evolution and struture of ME inthe German labour market (see, e.g., Shupp and Birkner, 2004; Fertig and Kluve,2006). Also, the labour supply e�ets of the mentioned 'Mini Jobs' reform havebeen analysed on the basis of ex-ante simulation studies (Arntz et al, 2003; Steinerand Wrohlih, 2005) as well as ex-post evaluations (Caliendo and Wrohlih, 2006).These studies found only very small labour supply e�ets of the reform, espeiallyamong the target group of long-term unemployed people. However, to the best of ourknowledge there has hitherto been no empirial investigation on whether ME ats1



as a 'stepping stone' to regular employment or rather leads to 'dead end' jobs. Ina reent study for Austria, Böheim and Weber (2006) �nd that unemployed peoplewho take up ME end up with less regular employment, more unemployment andlower wages after three years than the ontrol group of unemployed who do not enterME. These results seem to support the 'dead end' view and the ritis of publilysubsidised ME.1This paper provides an empirial analysis of the employment and earnings e�etsof ME for Germany. The empirial analysis is based on a statistial mathing ap-proah making use of register data from the Employment Statistis of the FederalLabor Ageny. We restrit the analysis to men beause inluding women wouldrequire to analyze the interrelations between ME and (onventional) part-time em-ployment. As shown by Freier and Steiner (2007), these two employment types aresubstitutes in prodution, espeially for women whose part-time share amounts tomore than a third in total employment in Germany. Furthermore, labour supplyof married women would require to aount for household harateristis, suh asnumber and age of hildren, earnings of the spouse, and other household inome, onwhih we do not have information in our data. The analysis distinguishes betweeneast and west Germany beause of prevailing pronouned di�erenes in unemploy-ment between the two regions. We would expet ME to be more e�etive as astepping stone into regular employment in labour markets with lower unemploymentas it is the ase, on average, in west Germany. Furthermore, we also present resultsfor older men, beause, for institutional reasons, we expet that e�ets of ME onfuture employment and earnings may di�er by age and beause older unemployedpeople have reently beome a speial target group for labour market poliy (seeHaan and Steiner, 2006).In the next setion, we provide some institutional bakground on ME in Germany.Our data and evaluation methodology are desribed in setions 3 and 4. Evaluationresults, summarised in setion 5 show that, although ME does not inrease timespent in regular employment within a three-years' observation period, it reduesfuture unemployment and, on average, slightly inreases umulated future earnings.We also identify important age di�erenes in these e�ets. Setion 6 summarises themain results of the study and onludes.1Whereas the 'stepping stone' hypothesis in relation to temporary jobs has been analysed fre-quently in the literature (for a reent survey, see Ihino et al., 2006), there are apparently no studiesfor other ountries fousing on ME .
2



2 Institutional BakgroundSine the mid 1990's, ME has been inreasing substantially in Germany. Dependingon how ME is measured, estimates for reent years vary between 3 and 6 millionpeople in ME, with a signi�ant inrease over time (see, e.g., Shupp et al., 1998;Rudolph, 1998; Shupp and Birkner, 2004, Ziemendor�, 2006). In partiular, thereis the important distintion between ME held as the only job or as a seondary job.On the basis of data from the German Soioeonomi Panel (SOEP), Shupp andBirkner (2004, Table 4) estimate the total number of jobs in ME ('minijobs') at about5 million in 2003, of whih 3.6 million were held as the only job, with an inrease ofabout half a million sine 2000, aording to their estimates. Also using SOEP data,Rudolph (1998) douments a substantial inrease in ME sine the beginning of the1990's.This development was aompanied by several poliy reforms aimed at eitherrestriting or strengthening �nanial inentives for ME. Before 1999, jobs with anupper earnings threshold of 325 Euro per month and a maximum of 15 weekly workinghours were exempted from soial seurity ontributions (SSC) on the side of theemployee. The employer had to pay a 20 perent tax on gross wages. ME in aseondary job was treated equally with respet to SSC. Earnings from several MEjobs by a single person were added-up and the resulting sum was subjet to SSC.The politial aim of the 1999 reform was to restrit the expansion of ME. Sinethen, the employer had to pay 22% SSC. Thus, little hanged under this reformfor the employers of individuals working in ME. The reform also did not improve�nanial inentives for those workers to expand hours of work and take up regularemployment. Sine SSC, and possibly also inome taxes, had to be paid in fullabove the relatively low SSC threshold, the marginal tax rate on suh jobs remainedrather high. On the other hand, ME ould be �nanially attrative for reipients ofunemployment ompensation up to an earnings threshold of 165 Euro, beyond whihthe withdrawal rate beame 100%.In ontrast to the previous reform, the 'Mini-Jobs Reform' of 2003 was intended toimprove inentives to take up ME. The restrition on maximum hours was abolishedand the upper threshold of exempted earnings was raised to 400 Euro per month.Moreover, earnings between 401 and 800 Euro are now subjet to a modi�ed SSCsheme. Although this reform improved �nanial inentives to take up low-payingjobs for 'seondary workers' (housewives, students, pensioners), it hardly hangedinentives for persons reeiving unemployment or soial assistane bene�ts beauseof the high withdrawal rates (for details see, e.g., Steiner and Wrohlih, 2005; Steiner,3



2006). Motivated by the strong expansion of ME following the 2003 reform, theemployers' SSC rate was inreased from 25% of gross monthly earnings of 400 Euroto 30.1% in July 2006. For part-time jobs with earnings between 401 and 800 Euro,employers still pay the normal employers' SSC rate of urrently about 20%.3 Data and Evaluation DesignGiven the fous of our paper, the following analysis is restrited to ME held as theonly job and refers to men entering registered unemployment after the introdutionof the 1999 reform and before the 2003 reform beame e�etive. Thus, our sampleexludes all employed persons with ME held as a seondary job as well as peopleout-of-the-labour fore, suh as pensioners and students. For the reasons mentionedin the Introdution, we restrit the analysis to men.Data for our empirial analysis are derived from the Employment Panel of theFederal Employment Ageny (EP-FEA), see Meinken and Koh (2005). The EP-FEA ontains detailed quarterly information on employment and wages for a 2%random sub-sample of all employees subjet to soial insurane for the period 1998-2005, amounting to about 600,000 observations per quarter. Due to the fat thatME beame subjet to registration in 1999, the data inlude information on MEstarting with the seond quarter of that year. Spell information refer to a person'smain labour fore status. The evolution of marginal employment in east and westGermany within the observation period as derived from our EP-FEA data is shownin Figure (1).The main strength of the EP-FEA data set is its large size and the orrespondeneof what is oded as ME in the data to the legal de�nition. We an, therefore,expliitly distinguish ME from other forms of employment, most importantly fromonventional part-time employment.2 Another main advantage is the high quality ofemployment spell (measured in days) and wage information in the EP-FEA due tothe fat that this information is used for the alulation of individual entitlementsunder the publi pension shemes.There are also a few shortomings of the EP-FEA data: Drawing on employmentregister data, unemployment was initially not registered in the EP-FEA data. In2000, the FEA started to supplement the data with information from the unemploy-ment statistis. However, unemployment remains inompletely oded in the data, as2For data after the seond quarter of 2003, the FEA also provides supplements to the main datawhih ontain information on ME as a seondary job.4



Figure 1: Marginal employed men as share of labour fore by region, in quarters,1999 - 2003

both unemployment not registered at the labour ageny3 and unemployment duringa spell of ME is not oded. Moreover, there is no information on the amount ofunemployment bene�ts reeived by a person in the data. Another disadvantage ofthe EP-FEA data is that the data do not ontain information on household variablessuh as the employment status of the spouse, the presene of hildren and otherhousehold inome. Sine we restrit the analysis to men whose employment behav-ior is not expeted to signi�antly depend on these variables, this is of little onernhere.In order to evaluate the e�ets of ME on subsequent individual labour marketoutomes, we have organized the EP-FEA data as illustrated in Figure (2). Theanalysis is based on a sample of four quarterly in�ow ohorts of men who beameunemployed for at least 3 months during the period from April 1, 2001 to Marh31, 2002 and who were either regularly employed or in ME before. We distinguishbetween quarterly in�ow ohorts to aount for potential seasonal and business-ylee�ets on individual labour market outomes.4 There are two reasons to inludeonly those who have been unemployed for at least 3 months in the analysis: First,shorter spells of unemployment are not identi�ed in our data. Seond, even if they3Note that, in Germany, a person is registered as unemployed although he is not entitled tounemployment bene�ts if he proves to the labour ageny to be atively looking for a job.4The German business yle turned from a modest downturn into a mild reession during thein�ow period. 5



were, we would prefer to restrit the analysis to longer unemployment spells beausethe analysis appears more relevant for longer-term unemployment than for purelyfritional unemployment. Figure 2: Evaluation design

For eah person inluded in the sample, we de�ne a 'risk period' of 9 month and deter-mine whether the individual takes up ME within this period as the �rst professionalposition after terminating unemployment. Following terminology in the evaluationliterature, we will denote these persons as belonging to the 'treatment group'. Indi-viduals who remained unemployed or found positions in regular employment withinthe risk period will omprise the potential ontrol group. Note that, ontrary towhat seems to be usual pratie in the evaluation literature, we neither exlude in-dividuals from the ontrol group altogether nor treat them as right-ensored at thetime when they hange treatment status. The reason for this is that we want to as-sess the future labour market performane of men who take up ME within a spei�time period - the risk period de�ned above - ompared to a ontrol group of peoplewho had the same ex-ante hane to take up ME within this risk period. However,to appraise the sensitivity of our results to this spei�ation, we will also estimatetreatment e�ets leaving out all individuals from the ontrol group who hangedtreatment status during the outome period.Table (1) shows that there is a total of 33,005 observations of whih 1,275 (908) aretreated and 20,763 (10,059) belong to the potential ontrol group in west (east) Ger-many. The number of observations is not distributed evenly aross the four ohorts,whih may re�et both seasonal and ylial e�ets. In eah of the four ohorts, theshare of unemployed men taking up ME in east Germany is muh larger than in the6



west, with an average share aross ohorts of about 9% and 6%, respetively. Thismay be related to the muh higher unemployment rate and poor prospets regardingregular employment in east Germany, also re�eted by the high share of the totalunemployment in�ow in east Germany relative to Germany as a whole.5The lower part of Table (1) shows the distribution of observations for men olderthan 50 years and for those with monthly earnings of less than 166 Euro. Below,we will present separate estimation results for older men to hek whether ME mayat as a stepping stone into regular employment also for older people whose share inlong-term unemployment is disproportionally high in both east and west Germany.We will also estimate separate treatment e�ets for ME with monthly earnings of lessthan 166 Euro to hek whether they di�er from those obtained for the treatmentgroup as a whole. As mentioned in Setion 2, in the observation period the maximumamount a reipient of unemplomyent ompensation ould earn was 165 Euro permonth (earnings above this threshold were withdrawn at a rate of 100%). One mighttherefore expet that people earning less than this threshold are just topping-upunemployment bene�ts and ME in this ase should be evaluated di�erently than inase ME is assoiated with earnings above this threshold. In fat, Table (1) showsa large share of ME below this threshold: About 45% in west Germany and morethan 70% in east Germany. Sine there is no diret information in our data aboutwhether an individual still reeives unemployment bene�ts while being in ME, wean only indiretly distinguish between ME undertaken as a means of topping-upunemployment bene�ts and 'pure' ME by using information on the orrespondingamount of earnings. Table 1: Sample desriptionWest Germany East GermanyPot.ontrols Treated Pot. ontrols TreatedNumber of observations 20763 1275 10059 908CohortsCohort 1 4058 261 1976 165Cohort 2 4486 308 2215 211Cohort 3 6411 412 2909 273Cohort 4 5808 294 2959 259Number of obs. (50+ yrs.) 3285 243 1981 202Number of obs. (<166 Euro) 20763 577 10059 648Note: For the de�nition of the potential ontrol group, see text.Soure: Own alulations based on EP-FEA data.Our hoie of the in�ow sample is motivated by the requirement of su�iently longobservation periods before and after the risk period. The hoie of the risk period, in5The east-German share of 1/3 of the total unemployment in�ow is almost double its populationshare. 7



turn, takes into aount that, during the �rst few months of unemployment, peopletend to searh for regular employment or do not searh for a job at all, and may onlylater lower their aspiration levels and take up ME. Furthermore, the pressure from thelabour o�e to take up ME might also inrease with the duration of unemployment.By hosing a 9-months risk period we aount for these e�ets and, at the same time,leave a su�iently long time period to evaluate the longer-term e�ets of taking upME.To evaluate the labour market e�ets of ME, we de�ne several outome variablesover a period of a minimum of 3 years (subsequently denoted as 'outome period')after the risk period ends (Phase 3, see Figure (2)). For eah ohort, the end ofthe risk period is set before the beginning of 2003 to avoid interferene of the 'Mini-Job' reform implemented in April 2003 (see Setion 2) and antiipatory e�ets inthe �rst quarter of that year. The hosen length of the outome period allows usto study longer-term (dynami) e�ets of partiipating in ME on labour marketoutomes. The outome variables of interest are: (i) time spent in regular full-timeemployment, (ii) in ME, (iii) in registered unemployment, and (iv) wages.Table 2: Desriptive statistis for outome variablesWest Germany East GermanyPot. ontrols Treated Pot. ontrols TreatedMean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean StdDays in regular employment 154.68 137.46 119.63 125.81 145.75 130.97 132.26 121.56Days in ME 19.69 57.12 116.19 126.39 18.07 52.39 95.23 115.69Days in ME (< 166 Euro) 9.59 33.88 51.93 86.95 11.73 39.07 62.76 93.79Days in unemployment 190.24 135.59 128.21 116.19 200.58 130.81 135.64 114.08Wage (during employment) 1657.63 935.25 882.87 757.59 1306.70 698.85 857.30 619.60Note: For the de�nition of the potential ontrol group, see text.Soure: Own alulations based on EP-FEA 1998-2005.Table (2) shows that, both in west and east Germany, previously unemployed menwho took up ME within the risk period (treatment group) spent less time in regularemployment during the outome period than those who did not take up ME withinthe risk period (unmathed ontrol group), but also spent muh less time in unem-ployment. On average, the treatment group was in ME for 116 (95) days in west(east) Germany. Due to our de�nition given above, we also measure the time spentin ME for the ontrol group. Compared to ME overall, the average number of daysin ME with monthly earnings below 166 Euro is muh lower for the treatment groupboth in west and east Germany. This may suggest that topping-up unemploymentompensation by ME is used as a temporary rather than a permanent option. Al-most by de�nition, the average monthly wage in employment is muh smaller in thetreatment group than in the unmathed ontrol group, although this di�erene is8



less pronouned in east Germany. Monthly earnings oded in the EP-FEA data arederived from information on daily earnings and employment days.6Of ourse, these di�erenes in outome variables between the potential (unmathed)ontrol and the treatment group do not represent the e�et of taking up a ME onfuture labor market outomes beause the two groups are likely to di�er in variousharateristis a�eting both seletion into ME and the respetive outome variable.In the next setion, we present our approah to aount for potential seletion e�etsin the estimation of treatment e�ets.4 Mathing MethodologyWe apply propensity-sore mathing to estimate the average e�et of taking up MEin the group of previously unemployed people who atually took up ME instead ofremaining unemployed and ontinued searhing for a regular job. This e�et, whihis the fous of muh of the reent evaluation literature (see, e.g., Hekman, LaLondeand Smith, 1999), is termed the 'average treatment e�et on the treated', ATT. Itis de�ned as ATT (X) = E(Y1 − Y0|D = 1, X), where Y1 is the potential outomeif the individual with observable harateristis X takes up ME (D = 1), Y0 isthe potential outome if the individual does not self-selet into ME (D = 0), and
E is the mathematial expetation operator. By simple averaging, ATT for somesub-sample or the whole sample of partiipants an be derived, e.g. for the latter
ATT = E

X
[E(Y1 − Y0|D = 1, X)] = E

X
[(E(Y |D = 1, X)−E(Y |D = 0, X))|D = 1].Statistial mathing is based on variants of the Conditional Independene As-sumption (CIA) whih states that, onditional on X, the potential outomes areindependent of partiipation in the programme. Sine we estimate ATT, we onlyneed to assume that Y0 is independent of D, beause the moments of the distri-bution of Y1 for the treatment group an be diretly estimated. In fat, for thepurpose of estimating ATT we an even rely on the less restritive assumption thatthe onditional mean of the outome variable is independent of treatment status, i.e.

E(Y0|D = 0, X) = E(Y0|D = 1, X) = E(Y0|X). In other words, seletion into MEonly depends on observables X, but does not depend on unobservable fators.This is obviously a rather strong assumption whose redibility ruially depends onthe quality of the set of mathing variables (see, e.g., Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2005).We believe that the quality of our data base and the large number of mathingvariables whih potentially a�et both the seletion into ME and outome variables6If a worker was employed for less than 30 days within a month, his wage is adjusted to orrespondto a full employment month. 9



allows us to maintain this assumption. Given this assumption holds, the ATT anonsistently be estimated simply by taking the mean over the di�erene of eahpartiipant (or a sub-group of partiipants de�ned by the respetive partitioning of
X) and some weighted ontrol group of non-partiipants, i.e.:

ATT =
1

N1

N1
∑

i=1

(

Y1i −

N0
∑

j=1

ω(i, j)Yoj

)where N1 (N0) is the number of partiipants (non-partiipants) and (i, j) is a weightplaed on the j-th individual from the ontrol group of non-partiipants in onstrut-ing the ounterfatual for the i-th individual of the treatment group. Mathing esti-mators di�er in the hoie of the weighting funtion (see, e.g., Hekman, Ihimura,Smith, and Todd, 1998). Here, we apply a two-step mathing estimator:7In the �rst step, we math on all variables de�ned at the time when enteringunemployment using a ombination of nearest neighbour and aliper mathing. Inpartiular, for eah treated person i we identify six individuals (with replaement)in the ontrol group for whom the estimated propensity sore is nearest to the oneof person i. Of those individuals we only keep persons whose propensity sore lieswithin a radius of 0.005, whih guarantees satisfatory mathing quality, espeiallyat the tails of the distribution of propensity sores.In the seond step, we diretly math on the elapsed duration in unemploymentbefore ME is taken up within the risk period. It is, of ourse, ruial to math onthis variable to avoid omparing a treated person who takes up ME after an elapsedunemployment duration of, say, 9 month with a person from the potential ontrolgroup with only three month of elapsed unemployment duration. Sine it varies withproess time, this variable annot be used in the �rst-step of the mathing proedure.Given that a minimum of 3 months unemployment is required to be inluded in oursample and our de�nition of the risk period, we de�ne the following unemploymentduration ategories: one quarter of elapsed unemployment duration, two quarters orthree quarters. Then, for eah person in the treatment group with a given elapsedduration of unemployment at the time of taking up ME we selet those individualsfrom the pool of up to six potential ontrols with a similar elapsed duration ofunemployment. So, for example, a treated person with an elapsed unemploymentduration of, say, 2 quarters is only mathed to members of the potential ontrol groupwith at least 2 quarters of unemployment. If no math among the group of up tosix potential andidates is found, we math the treated person to ontrols from the7Alternative ways to math on variables varying over the outome period are presented in, e.g.,Lehner (1999) and Sianesi (2004). 10



nearest duration ategory. The hosen number of six nearest neighbours guaranteesboth a su�ient number of individuals to allow for exat mathes in the seond stepand a high mathing quality, as shown below.For statistial mathing to work, it is ruial to ondition on those variables ex-peted to a�et both an individual's treatment status and labour market outomes.In German labour market studies, it is generally onsidered to be espeially impor-tant to inlude indiators of an individual's previous (un)employment history in theset of mathing variables (see, e.g., Lehner, 1999; Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2005).Given the hosen in�ow period, we observe how muh time (in days) an individualspent in regular employment, in ME or out-of-the-labour fore during a period of2 full years before entering unemployment (Phase 1, see Figure (2) in the previoussetion). Sine information on registered unemployment is added only after 1999and we require that an individual in the sample must have been in some form ofemployment immediately before entering the unemployment spell, we have one fullyear (Phase 2) during whih we an ompute individual durations in unemployment.In addition to indiators of an individual's previous employment history, we mathon a large number of other individual harateristis dated at the time of entry intounemployment. These inlude an individual's age, his previous wage, the level ofeduation8, nationality, previous professional position, size and industry lassi�ationof the last �rm, and the quarter of an individual's entry into unemployment. Table(A1) in the Appendix ontains desriptive statistis on all mathing variables for,respetively, the treatment and the potential ontrol groups in the two regions. Thetable shows large di�erenes in sample means of most variables between the treatmentand the potential ontrol group before mathing on observable harateristis. Forexample, the average wage in west Germany earned by the treatment group beforeentering unemployment is about 430 Euro less than among the potential ontrols,whereas the share of time spent in ME by the former is 12.2% ompared to only3.7% in the latter group.8As the EP-FEA has a rather high share of observations with missing information about edua-tional attainment, we have used the panel struture of the data to impute information on eduationfrom earlier or later observations of the same person. Observations with missings in the eduationvariable for whih we ould not impute valid values this way, are given a 'missing' dummy variableas eduation ategory in the probit estimation of propensity sores below.
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5 Results5.1 Propensity-Sore MathingEstimation results for the probit models used to alulate propensity sores formathing potential ontrols to treated individuals are ontained in Table (A2) theAppendix. We have estimated these probits for the total east and west Germansamples and also for the restrited samples inluding only those observations in thetreatment group with monthly earnings of less than 166 Euro. The same set ofmathing variables is inluded in all models. To allow for age di�erenes in sele-tion into ME we inlude interation terms of an age dummy (50+ years) and someof the mathing variables. As expeted, age, indiators of an individual's previous(un)employment history and some of the interation terms between age and some ofthese indiator variables have signi�ant and strong e�ets on seletion into ME.To test if our mathing proedure balanes the distribution of mathing variablesbetween the treatment and the ontrol group, we use the standardized bias (SB)measure suggested by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1985). For eah mathing variablethe SB is de�ned as the di�erene of sample means in the treated and mathedontrol sub-samples as a perentage of the square root of the average of samplevarianes in both groups, i.e.
SB = 100 ·

X1 − X0
√

0.5(V1(X) + V0(X))In addition, we have also alulated onventional t-tests for equality of means intwo independent samples (assuming equal population varianes) for eah mathingvariable. As shown in Table (3), only in one ase does the t-test exeed the ritialvalue of about 2 (at the 5% signi�ane level, two-sided test) after mathing. Thisis of little onern, however, sine the oe�ient of the variable in question ('skilled'in east Germany) is not statistially signi�ant in the probit equation (see Table(A2) in the Appendix). That the mathing proedure is fairly suesful in balaningthe two groups in terms of observable harateristis is also suggested by the before-after omparison of the SB measure whih shows a substantial redution for almostall mathing variables.Following usual pratie (see, e.g., Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2005), we estimatetreatment e�ets only for those for whom we have identi�ed ontrols with similarpropensity sores or, in the language of the mathing literature, for observations inthe two groups with 'ommon support' regarding the propensity sore. As indiatedby the box-plots of the distribution of estimated propensity sores in Figure (A1),12



Table 3: Standardised Bias and t-testWest Germany East GermanySB t-test SB t-testBefore After Before After Before After Before After30< Age <50 years 4.8 2.6 4.90 0.82 6.7 3.0 4.70 0.78Age >49 years 8.2 0.6 8.31 0.2 6.2 -2.4 4.38 -0.65Wage -43.8 3.2 -14.41 1.02 -27.9 3.9 -7.81 1.02Eduation: (Base: Unskilled)tr Skilled -16.8 1.3 -16.98 0.41 1.5 8.1 1.03 2.15tr High-skilled -17.6 1.6 -17.75 0.50 -8.4 -2.9 -5.94 -0.76tr Eduation missing 28.0 0.1 28.26 0.03 10.2 -5.0 7.19 -1.31Share in:tr ME 42.9 -3.7 19.22 -1.15 31.4 -3.5 10.63 -0.92tr RE -39.1 3.6 -15.16 1.15 -22.3 4.2 -6.73 1.10tr OLF 2.6 -2.5 0.89 -0.80 -6.0 -4.3 -1.67 -1.12tr UE 14.4 -1.2 5.13 -0.37 4.5 -1.8 1.31 -0.47Interation with Age > 49 yrs:tr 50+ × Wage -8.6 -2.1 -2.72 -0.65 -2.8 -2.0 -0.76 -0.52tr 50+ × Share in ME 26.6 2.1 15.73 0.67 17.9 -3.4 7.18 -0.89tr 50+ × Share in RE -6.3 -0.6 -2.08 -0.18 2.2 -1.5 0.64 -0.40tr 50+ × Share in OOLF 8.2 0.7 2.99 0.21 -1.1 -1.6 -0.33 -0.44tr 50+ × Share in UE 14.6 1.1 5.99 0.36 0.7 0.1 0.20 0.03Nationality 20.0 -0.8 20.20 -0.27 5.7 -2.2 4.05 -0.57Firm size: (Base: <5 employees)tr 5-9 employees 9.7 0.6 9.77 0.20 7.9 1.1 5.59 0.32tr 10-19 employees 1.3 2.2 1.26 0.70 5.5 1.1 3.88 0.28tr 20-49 employees -9.6 -1.0 -9.66 -0.32 -5.6 3.0 -3.92 0.83tr 50-199 employees -6.0 -0.5 -6.05 -0.16 -6.2 0.9 -4.39 0.23tr 200+ employees -11.3 -4.6 -11.45 -1.45 -16.8 -5.7 -11.84 -1.51Cohort dummies: (Base: Cohort 1)tr Cohort 2 6.4 -3.3 6.50 -1.03 3.1 -2.1 2.17 -0.55tr Cohort 3 2.5 4.3 2.48 1.37 3.2 0.4 2.25 0.10tr Cohort 4 -11.5 2.1 -11.61 0.67 -2.4 2.0 -1.67 0.54Industries: (Base: Agriulture)tr Manufaturing -10.7 -2.9 -10.83 -0.92 -2.6 0.8 -1.86 0.21tr Constrution -9.1 4.5 -9.17 1.43 0.8 4.8 0.58 1.31tr Trade 1.7 -3.5 1.71 -1.08 3.3 -0.2 2.31 -0.07tr Transportation 16.6 0.9 16.75 0.27 6.3 -1.3 4.46 -0.33tr Business servies -4.1 0.1 -4.13 0.02 2.4 -0.4 1.69 -0.12tr Personal servies 15.3 -0.9 15.42 -0.29 9.0 -0.3 6.32 -0.06tr Publi servies -6.1 -0.0 -6.19 -0.01 -13.1 -5.5 -9.23 -1.45Oupational status: (Base: Apprentie)tr Worker 5.4 1.3 5.467 0.40 0.6 -2.1 0.41 -0.56tr Craftsmen -18.0 4.4 -18.19 1.41 -7.3 6.0 -5.13 1.61tr Appointee /Clerk /Employee -23.1 -3.0 -23.31 -0.93 -13.2 -2.4 -9.29 -0.63tr Part-time workers 40.9 -3.1 41.27 -0.97 23.3 -1.7 16.40 -0.44Note: For de�nition of the Standardised Bias (SB) and the t-test, see text. Desription of variables are in Table (A1) in the Appendix.Soure: Own alulations based on the EP-FEA data.the overlap between the two groups is quite good in general, with the exeption ofsome treated persons with very high sores. However, only very few observations13



had to be dropped beause no suitable mathed ontrols ould be found, whih hadno e�et on estimation results.5.2 Employment E�etsEstimated average employment e�ets of taking up ME in the referene period aresummarized in Table (4), where we distinguish between three outome variables:regular employment, ME, and unemployment. Estimated average treatment e�etsare reported for our sample of all men living in east and west Germany, respetively,as well as for those aged 50 or older and for those with monthly earnings below thethreshold of 166 Euro de�ned by the unemployment ompensation system. Employ-ment e�ets are measured as di�erenes in days per year.Table 4: Average employment e�ets (in days per year)West Germany East GermanyAll (50+) (<166 Euro) All (50+) (<166 Euro)Regular employment -0.77 -9.96 -0.59 8.92 -1.99 11.18(4.82) (9.67) (6.41) (5.62) (11.49) (6.80)Marginal employment 89.90*** 166.30*** 90.16*** 70.35*** 142.88*** 68.25***(3.49) (10.96) (5.52) (4.70) (12.50) (4.80)Unemployment -89.72*** -156.51*** -90.23*** -80.55*** -141.81*** -80.65***(4.80) (11.19) (6.59) (6.34) (12.61) (7.70)Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses are alulated following Efron and Tibshirani (1986) on thebasis of 100 repetitions. *, **, *** indiate statistial signi�ane at the usual levels 10%, 5% and 1% respetively.As the �rst line in Table (4) shows, time spent in regular employment within theobservation period does not di�er signi�antly between the treatment and the ontrolgroup. This holds, on average, for the whole treated population in both west andeast Germany as well as for older people and for those with monthly earnings below166 Euro.As to the other two outome variables, estimated average treatment e�ets moreor less ompensate eah other: In west Germany time spent in ME within the ob-servation period is about 90 days per year higher, on average, and unemploymentduration is shorter by the same number of days in the treatment group. Giventhat the outome period lasts for at least 3 years, this means a total redution inunemployment duration of roughly 9 months.Although time spent in ME and in unemployment more or less ompensate eahother for the older treatment group as well, estimated e�ets are almost twie aslarge as those obtained for the treatment group as a whole: Taking up ME reduesunemployment duration in the outome period for older people by 156 (142) days14



per year in west (east) Germany, with orresponding inreases in time spent in ME.For the whole outome period, this amounts to a redution in the total duration ofunemployment of about 1.3 years.Regarding ME with earnings of less than 166 Euro, estimated treatment e�etshardly deviate from average e�ets. Our results thus do not support the popular viewthat ME is just a means to supplement unemployment bene�ts thereby prolongingunemployment and reduing inentives to take up regular employment. Sine esti-mation results di�er little between the full and the restrited sample, in the followingwe only disuss estimation results for the whole sample.Figure (3) shows dynami treatment e�ets for the three (un)employment outomevariables measured as absolute di�erene in days in eah quarter of the outomeperiod. Regarding regular employment, estimated treatment e�ets are virtuallyzero throughout, and this holds for both west and east Germany as well as for olderpeople in both regions. If anything, regular employment in the treatment groupseems to be inreasing in time relative to the respetive ontrol group, but in eahquarter the di�erene is very small and not statistially signi�antly di�erent fromzero.Estimated zero treatment e�ets reported in Table (4) do not result from a dy-nami pattern with, for example, initially less time spent in regular employment bythe treatment group relative to the ontrol group being later ompensated for byrelatively more time spent in regular employment by the former group. Thus, refer-ring to the question asked in the title of our paper, ME does not seem to at as astepping stone to regular employment.However, neither is ME a dead end, as the pattern of dynami treatment e�etsfor the ME and unemployment outome variables in the middle panel of Figure (3)shows: The average ME treatment e�et in west (east) Germany , i.e. the di�erenein time spent in ME by the treatment and the ontrol group, delines from about35 (30) days per quarter at the beginning of the outome period to 10 (8) daysafter 12 quarters. For older people both in west and east Germany, the deline oftreatment e�ets is similar in relative terms, although their level is substantiallyhigher, orresponding to the larger absolute average treatment e�ets doumentedin Table (4).For the unemployment outome variable, Figure (3) shows roughly the oppositepattern of dynami treatment e�ets: The di�erene in unemployment between thetreatment and the ontrol group delines rapidly in the �rst few quarters of theoutome period, then inreases again (in absolute terms), or at least does not fur-ther deline, for a ouple of quarters, and subsequently ontinues to deline until it15



Figure 3: Dynami (un)emplomyent e�ets
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reahes only a few days at the end of the outome period. There is little di�erenehere between estimated average treatment e�ets between the two regions and alsobetween the treatment group as a whole and the sub-sample of older people. Sinethe dynami treatment e�ets plotted in Figure (3) measure di�erenes in the out-ome variables, they are not informative on the question whether these e�ets aredriven by hanges of a partiular outome variable in the treatment group or in theontrol group, or both. Furthermore, the number of days spent in a partiular labourmarket state in any given quarter by eah of the two groups an be split up into theshare of people with at least one day spent in eah of these states and the averagenumber of days spent in eah state. Figure (A2) in the Appendix plots the sharesof people in both the treatment and the ontrol groups with zero days spent in apartiular state in a given quarter.For the treatment group as a whole, the share of people with zero days in MEinreases substantially over time, whereas this share delines slightly but steadilyin the respetive ontrol group. This shows that the pattern of dynami treatmente�ets for the ME outome variable depited in Figure (3) is mainly driven by theinreasing share of people in the treatment group who terminate ME, although theslightly inreasing share of people who took up ME during the outome period hasalso ontributed to the adjustment proess.The opposite dynami pattern is observed for the unemployment outome variable:The share of people with zero days of unemployment in the treatment group remainsmore or less at its initial level, whereas for the respetive ontrol group this sharestrongly inreases over time reahing a similar level as the treatment group at theend of the observation period.As mentioned above, an inreasing share of people whom we inluded in our ontrolgroup beause they did not take up ME in the pre-spei�ed risk period have atuallybeome marginally employed during the outome period. As a sensitivity hek, wehave exluded people from the ontrol group who hanged treatment status duringthe outome period, i.e. moved from unemployment or regular employment intoME, and re-estimated treatment e�ets for the (un)employment outome variables.Estimation results, summarized in the upper part of Table (A3) in the Appendix,show that our onlusions derived from Table (4) do not hange qualitatively if we usethis modi�ed ontrol group. Although treatment e�ets estimated for the ME andunemployment outome variables inrease in absolute terms, the magnitude of thesehanges is rather small. For example, for the unemployment outome variable theestimated average e�et for the west-German treatment group as a whole inreasesfrom about -90 days (with an estimated s.e. of 4.8) to -107 days (s.e. = 5.4), hardly a17



statistially signi�ant hange. Of ourse, estimates of these 'onditional' treatmente�ets, onditional of not taking up ME in the risk period may indue seletionbias. Furthermore, even if these onditional treatment e�ets were unbiased, theirinterpretation is di�ult sine they do not refer to a learly de�ned referene group.5.3 Earnings E�etsEstimated earnings e�ets of taking up ME in the referene period measured asdi�erenes in monthly earnings between the treatment and the ontrol group aresummarized in Table (5) for all treated persons and for those aged 50 years or older.The ontrol group is de�ned as in the main analysis of employment e�ets above,i.e. inluding those who took up ME after the risk period.Table 5: Average earnings e�etsWest Germany East GermanyAll (50+) All (50+)Average e�ets on earnings in(monthly earnings in Euro)Employment -473.39*** -742.55*** -303.09*** -492.38***(reg. and marg.) (36.03) (120.42) (33.63) (81.49)Regular employment only -166.47*** -109.91 -58.09* -31.25(38.49) (149.56) (32.76) (97.01)Cumulative e�ets 189.37 -642.83 732.87 779.11(Earnings in Euro per year)Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses, see Efron and Tibshirani (1986), were al-ulated on the basis of 100 repetitions. *, **, *** indiate statistial signi�ane at theusual levels 10%, 5% and 1% respetively.The �rst row in Table (5) shows that, onditional on either ME or regular employ-ment, average monthly earnings of the treatment group were muh lower than thoseof the ontrol group during the outome period; the (negative) average treatmente�et amounts to about 470 (300) Euro in west (east) Germany. In both regions,the treatment e�ets on earnings are partiularly strong for older men, amounting toabout 740 Euro per month in west Germany and to 490 Euro in the east. Sine thesee�ets are onditional on being either in ME or in regular employment, the largenegative earnings di�erential virtually arises by de�nition of ME. More interestingis the estimated treatment e�et on earnings in regular employment. This e�etamounts to about 166 (60) Euro in west (east) Germany for the treatment group asa whole, but is not statistially signi�ant for older people.9 Regional di�erenes in9We obtain qualitatively similar results when people who have hanged treatment status duringthe outome period are exluded from the ontrol group; see the estimation results in the lower18



estimated treatment e�ets on earnings are probably related to the still muh lowerlevel of wages in regular employment in the east-German labour market.Sine we know from the previous setion that the treatment group spends roughlythe same time in regular employment as the ontrol group, but less time in unem-ployment, one would expet that earnings umulated over the outome period arehigher for the treatment group, on average. As the last row in Table (5) shows,this onjeture is indeed true, on average, although the estimated umulated earn-ings e�et di�ers substantially by region and age: Whereas it amounts to about 730Euro per year in east Germany, where it di�ers little by age, the umulative averageearnings e�et is less than 200 Euro in the west, and even slightly negative for olderpeople.10 Thus, this group's lower unemployment in the outome period does notfully ompensate for the negative earnings di�erential in either form of employmentborn by the treatment group during the outome period, if this only amounts to afairly small negative umulative earnings e�et of about 640 Euro per year.6 ConlusionIn this paper we have investigated, for the German eonomy, whether marginal em-ployment (ME) ats as a stepping stone for unemployed people into regular em-ployment or rather leads to dead-end jobs with little pay and a high degree of jobinseurity, as ritis laim. Using newly available register data from the Federal Em-ployment Ageny overing the period 1998 - 2005 and statistial mathing tehniques,we have analyzed di�erenes in various labour market outome variables between atreatment group of previously unemployed men who took up ME at the beginningof their unemployment spell and a ontrol group of people who did not.Our empirial results show that, although ME does not signi�antly inrease thetreatment group's hane to gain regular employment during an outome periodof at least three years, it redues future unemployment and, on average, slightlyinreases umulated future earnings of the treatment group relative to the ontrolgroup. The treatment e�et on future unemployment is substantial in both westand east Germany: During the three-years' outome period the total duration ofunemployment experiened by the treatment group is redued by about 9 months,on average, relative to the ontrol group. For older people, unemployment treatmente�ets are almost twie as large as those obtained for the treatment group as a whole,part of Table (A3) in the Appendix.10We have used the estimated negative earnings di�erential in regular employment for olderpeople, although it is not statistially signi�ant.19



amounting to a redution in the total duration of unemployment of about 1.3 yearsduring the whole outome period. Still, the umulative treatment e�et on earningsfor older men is slightly negative in west Germany and only modestly positive in eastGermany. From a poliy perspetive, our evaluation results suggest that exemptingsoial seurity ontributions may be e�etive in reduing unemployment, espeiallyregarding older men who have been an important target group of reent 'ative'labour market poliy in Germany, see, e.g., Haan and Steiner (2006).These results seem robust with respet to our de�nition of the ontrol group and tothe inlusion of ME with earnings below the maximum threshold for reeiving unem-ployment bene�ts. Exluding people from the ontrol group who hanged treatmentstatus during the outome period, i.e. moved from unemployment or regular em-ployment into ME, did not signi�antly hange estimated treatment e�ets for the(un)employment outome variables. We also ould not �nd any evidene for thehypothesis that ME is just a means to supplement unemployment bene�ts therebyprolonging unemployment and reduing inentives to take up regular employment.However, given the limitations of the statistial mathing approah, we annot ruleout substitution e�ets between ME, whih is exempted from soial seurity ontri-butions, and regular employment. In fat, reent empirial evidene for Germanysuggests that ME and regular employment are substitutes in prodution, even if thesize of the substitution elastiity is not very large for men in Germany (see Freierand Steiner, 2007).7 ReferenesHalloArntz, N., Feil, M., Spermann, A. (2003), 'Die Arbeitsangebotse�ekte der neuen Mini-und Midi-Jobs', Mitteilungen aus der Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforshung, 36.Bo�nger, P. et al. (2006), Vorrang für das reguläre Arbeitsverhältnis: Ein Konzept fürExistenz sihernde Beshäftigung im Niedriglohnbereih. Gutahten für das Sähsis-he Ministerium für Wirtshaft und Arbeit (SWMA), Dresden.Böheim, R., Weber, A. (2006), 'The e�ets of marginal employment on subsequentlabour market outomes', IZA Disussion Paper, No. 2221, July, Bonn.Caliendo, M, Kopeinig, S. (2005), 'Some pratial guidane for the implementation ofpropensity sore mathing', IZA Disussion Paper, No. 1588, Bonn, forthoming in:Journal of Eonomi Surveys.Caliendo, M., Wrohlih, K. (2006), 'Evaluating the German 'Mini-Jobs' Reform Usinga True Natural Experiment', IZA Disussion Papers, No. 2041, Bonn.20
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8 Appendix Table A1: Desriptive statistisWest EastControl Treated Control TreatedMean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std30< Age <50 years 0.458 0.248 0.482 0.250 0.459 0.248 0.493 0.250Age >49 years 0.160 0.135 0.191 0.155 0.199 0.159 0.224 0.174Wage 1721.0 1037.8 1290.3 924.4 1272.2 750.0 1069.3 705.1Eduation: (Base: Unskilled)tr Skilled 0.522 0.250 0.438 0.246 0.650 0.227 0.657 0.225tr High-skilled 0.035 0.034 0.009 0.009 0.038 0.036 0.023 0.023tr Eduation missing 0.167 0.139 0.283 0.203 0.158 0.133 0.196 0.158Share in:tr Marginal Employment (ME) 0.037 0.146 0.122 0.239 0.035 0.137 0.088 0.194tr Regular Employment (RE) 0.771 0.278 0.647 0.354 0.724 0.290 0.656 0.326tr Out of the labor fore (OLF) 0.108 0.177 0.113 0.171 0.096 0.161 0.087 0.150tr Unemployment (UE) 0.213 0.293 0.257 0.315 0.268 0.315 0.283 0.325Interation with Age > 49 yrs:tr 50+ × Wage 336.7 928.3 264.3 752.2 289.0 687.1 270.9 614.9tr 50+ × Share in ME 0.005 0.060 0.037 0.157 0.005 0.055 0.021 0.107tr 50+ × Share in RE 0.131 0.320 0.112 0.292 0.147 0.319 0.154 0.321tr 50+ × Share in OOLF 0.010 0.057 0.015 0.064 0.016 0.067 0.015 0.07tr 50+ × Share in UE 0.026 0.123 0.048 0.174 0.050 0.166 0.051 0.163Nationality 0.190 0.154 0.275 0.199 0.040 0.039 0.052 0.049Firm size: (Base: <5 employees)tr 5-9 employees 0.129 0.112 0.163 0.136 0.126 0.110 0.153 0.130tr 10-19 employees 0.146 0.125 0.150 0.128 0.137 0.118 0.156 0.132tr 20-49 employees 0.181 0.148 0.146 0.124 0.194 0.156 0.172 0.142tr 50-199 employees 0.221 0.172 0.197 0.158 0.229 0.176 0.203 0.162tr 200+ employees 0.189 0.153 0.146 0.125 0.186 0.152 0.125 0.110Cohort dummies: (Base: Cohort 1)tr Cohort 2 0.216 0.169 0.243 0.184 0.220 0.172 0.233 0.179tr Cohort 3 0.308 0.213 0.320 0.217 0.288 0.205 0.303 0.211tr Cohort 4 0.282 0.202 0.232 0.178 0.295 0.208 0.284 0.203Industries: (Base: Agriulture)tr Manufaturing 0.219 0.171 0.176 0.145 0.106 0.094 0.098 0.088tr Constrution 0.211 0.166 0.175 0.144 0.306 0.212 0.310 0.214Trade 0.135 0.117 0.141 0.121 0.079 0.072 0.088 0.080tr Transportation 0.073 0.068 0.122 0.107 0.055 0.052 0.070 0.065tr Business servies 0.175 0.144 0.160 0.134 0.144 0.123 0.152 0.129tr Personal servies 0.078 0.072 0.124 0.109 0.070 0.065 0.094 0.085tr Publi servies 0.067 0.062 0.052 0.049 0.159 0.134 0.114 0.101Oupational status: (Base: Apprentie)tr Worker 0.372 0.234 0.399 0.240 0.211 0.166 0.213 0.168tr Craftsmen 0.299 0.209 0.220 0.172 0.425 0.244 0.390 0.238tr Appointee /Clerk /Employee 0.174 0.144 0.096 0.087 0.126 0.110 0.085 0.078tr Part-time workers 0.094 0.085 0.244 0.185 0.166 0.138 0.261 0.193Soure: Own alulations based on the EP-FEA data.
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Table A2: Probit estimates of the propensity soresAll <166West East West East30< Age <50 years 0.117*** 0.132*** 0.177*** 0.141***(0.034) (0.045) (0.045) (0.051)Age >49 years -0.376 0.244 -0.170 0.369(0.448) (0.477) (0.562) (0.523)Wage 0.000*** -0.000 -0.000 -0.000(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
(Wage)2 -0.000*** -0.000 0.000 -0.000(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)(Wage)3 0.000*** 0.000 -0.000 -0.000(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Eduation: (Base: Unskilled)tr Skilled 0.047 0.096 0.001 0.148**(0.040) (0.067) (0.052) (0.074)tr High-skilled -0.297** 0.010 -0.380** 0.079(0.129) (0.127) (0.191) (0.142)tr Eduation missing 0.124*** 0.088 0.084 0.074(0.043) (0.074) (0.056) (0.083)Share in:tr ME 4.659*** 3.868*** 4.352*** 4.203***(0.571) (0.730) (0.727) (0.794)tr (Share in ME)2 -9.328*** -6.923*** -7.945*** -8.002***(1.685) (2.282) (2.144) (2.472)tr (Share in ME)3 4.753*** 3.229* 3.591** 3.894**(1.239) (1.758) (1.587) (1.920)tr RE -0.826 0.650 -0.895 0.293(0.568) (0.719) (0.710) (0.782)tr (Share in RE)2 0.869 -1.644 1.288 -1.304(1.249) (1.542) (1.605) (1.679)tr (Share in RE)3 -0.146 1.008 -0.429 0.864(0.787) (0.966) (1.021) (1.055)tr OLF -0.240 -0.459 -0.885 -0.362(0.491) (0.693) (0.641) (0.767)tr (Share in OLF)2 0.560 1.285 2.240 2.052(2.019) (2.934) (2.665) (3.323)tr (Share in OLF)3 -0.885 -1.687 -2.207 -3.405(2.051) (3.048) (2.721) (3.568)tr UE 0.375 0.197 0.844 0.125(0.421) (0.530) (0.538) (0.576)tr (Share in UE)2 -1.359 -1.171 -2.019 -1.047(1.094) (1.342) (1.391) (1.473)tr Share in UE)3 0.987 1.012 1.342 0.892(0.758) (0.915) (0.965) (1.011)Interation with Age > 49 yrs:tr 50+ × Wage 0.000*** 0.000 -0.000 -0.000(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)tr 50+ × Share in ME 1.244** 0.265 0.763 0.100(0.490) (0.551) (0.621) (0.600)tr 50+ × Share in RE 0.268 -0.076 0.396 -0.032(0.456) (0.491) (0.573) (0.541)tr 50+ × Share in OOLF -0.317 -0.049 -0.000 0.188(0.316) (0.385) (0.378) (0.416)tr 50+ × Share in UE 0.451 -0.260 0.151 -0.346(0.370) (0.396) (0.454) (0.438)Nationality 0.147*** 0.084 0.135*** -0.085(0.034) (0.089) (0.044) (0.110)Firm size: (Base: <5 employees)tr 5-9 employees -0.008 -0.080 -0.078 -0.026(0.051) (0.065) (0.066) (0.070)tr 10-19 employees -0.066 -0.068 -0.147** -0.120*(0.051) (0.064) (0.068) (0.072)tr 20-49 employees -0.165*** -0.188*** -0.136** -0.211***(0.051) (0.062) (0.065) (0.069)tr 50-199 employees -0.114** -0.190*** -0.067 -0.161**(0.049) (0.061) (0.062) (0.067)tr 200+ employees -0.152*** -0.282*** -0.215*** -0.212***24



(0.053) (0.069) (0.069) (0.075)Cohort dummies: (Base: Cohort 1)tr Cohort 2 0.040 0.053 0.008 0.008(0.044) (0.057) (0.056) (0.063)tr Cohort 3 0.025 0.051 -0.054 0.088(0.043) (0.056) (0.055) (0.061)tr Cohort 4 -0.078* -0.002 -0.095* 0.003(0.044) (0.057) (0.056) (0.063)Industries: (Base: Agriulture)tr Manufaturing -0.012 0.086 0.085 0.098(0.074) (0.086) (0.103) (0.094)tr Constrution -0.066 0.094 -0.066 0.073(0.073) (0.073) (0.103) (0.081)tr Trade -0.001 0.070 0.091 0.172*(0.077) (0.091) (0.106) (0.097)tr Transportation 0.127 0.145 0.237** 0.143(0.079) (0.095) (0.107) (0.105)tr Business servies -0.064 0.092 0.088 0.070(0.075) (0.080) (0.104) (0.088)tr Personal servies 0.056 0.129 0.153 0.116(0.080) (0.091) (0.108) (0.100)tr Publi servies -0.093 0.002 0.109 0.008(0.090) (0.084) (0.120) (0.091)Ou. status: (Base: Apprentie)tr Worker 0.115 -0.008 0.074 -0.091(0.077) (0.107) (0.105) (0.119)tr Craftsmen 0.014 -0.089 0.055 -0.149(0.083) (0.111) (0.113) (0.121)tr Appointee /Clerk /Employee 0.005 -0.141 -0.027 -0.194(0.092) (0.123) (0.125) (0.133)tr Part-time workers 0.187** -0.019 0.114 -0.145(0.086) (0.111) (0.118) (0.122)Constant -1.603*** -1.431*** -2.065*** -1.456***(0.204) (0.265) (0.267) (0.296)N 21672 10821 21672 10821N (treated) 1275 908 577 648Log likelyhood (LL) full -4468.38 -2965.47 -2474.77 2323.65Log likelyhood restrited (onst. only) -4818.36 3102.05 -2657.81 2444.28
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Figure A1: Distribution of propensity sores for treatment and ontrol group

Note: The width of a retangular box gives the distane between the 25th and the 75th perentile, the line within thebox gives the median. The lines ('whiskers') at both sides of the boxplot indiate the range of one standarddeviationto eah side respetively. In the graphs, a few observations with propensity propensity sores outside the indiatedrange are exluded.Table A3: Sensitivity analysis - leaving out ME from the ontrol groupWest EastAll (50+) All (50+)Reg. Employment -8.77* -11.83 0.06 -3.93(in days per year) (5.33) (12.32) (6.25) (11.87)Marginal Employment 115.12*** 206.07*** 93.55*** 171.32***(in days per year) (3.39) (9.29) (4.37) (12.17)Unemployment -107.35*** -194.67*** -95.48*** -168.77***(in days per year) (5.43) (11.24) (6.51) (14.02)Average e�ets on earnings in(monthly earnings in Euro)Employment -771.85*** -1230.30*** -552.56*** -783.77***(reg. and marg.) (36.37) (113.40) (36.78) (81.67)Regular Employment only - 202.67*** -100.95 -76.17*** -69.35(36.81) (168.63) (33.87) (92.58)26



Figure A2: Quarterly shares of people with zero days spent in a partiular labourmarket state in the treatment (ME=1) and the ontrol group (ME=0)
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